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Abstract
We describe quantum and classical Hamiltonian dynamics in a common Hilbert space framework,
that allows the treatment of mixed quantum-classical systems. The analysis of some examples
illustrates the possibility of entanglement between classical and quantum systems. We give a
summary of the main tools of Berezin-Toeplitz and geometric quantization, that provide a relation
between the classical and the quantum models, based essentially on the selection of a subspace
of the classical Hilbert space. Coherent states provide a systematic tool for the inverse process,
called dequantization, that associates a classical Hamiltonian system to a given quantum dynamics
through the choice of a complete set of coherent states.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In order to describe the dynamics of a bipartite system, in which one part is quantum
and the other one is classical, we have to describe the classical and quantum systems in
a common mathematical framework. The construction is guided by the idea that we can
consider the classical system as a limit, and as a particular case, of a quantum system. The
framework we consider is provided by the Koopman-von Neumann [1, 2] representation of
classical mechanics combined with a quantization procedure of the Berezin-Toeplitz type.
This construction is to be distinguished from models in which the coupling between a
classical system (e.g. a classical electromagnetic field) and a quantum system composed
of many identical atoms is described by a coupling involving the average of some quantum
observable (e.g. the electric dipole moment). This type of effective models is useful e.g.
to describe the induced classical field produced by a large number of atoms excited by the
initial electromagnetic wave. It is implicitly assumed that the quantum average provides an
effective description of the collective retroaction of the atoms on the classical system. The
models we discuss in this article are meant to describe the dynamics of a single quantum
system in interaction with a single classical object. A prototypical example is a model for the
Stern-Gerlach experiment in which the motion of the center of mass of the atom is treated
classically and the spin is treated quantum mechanically.
In Section II we summarize the mathematical framework of quantum dynamics. In Sec-
tion III we describe a formulation of classical mechanics in a Hilbert space framework, on
the basis of the formulation of Koopman and von Neumann. Once classical and quantum
dynamics are formulated in the same mathematical framework, in Section IV we describe
the formalism to treat mixed systems, in which one part is classical and another one is
quantum. We illustrate this formalism with a simplified model for the Stern-Gerlach ex-
periments, in which the motion of the center of mass is considered as classical and the spin
quantum mechanical. Section V presents with a minimum of mathematical formalism some
of the main ideas of geometric and Berezin-Toeplitz quantization. This allows to establish
a well-defined relation between classical and quantum models. The main idea is that one
can obtain quantum models from the Koopman - von Neumann representation of classical
dynamics in a Hilbert space just by selecting a suitable subspace of the classical Hilbert
space. In Section VI we describe the inverse process, called dequantization, in which start-
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ing with a given quantum system and a set of coherent states one constructs a classical
phase space and Hilbert space, a corresponding polarization subspace, classical observables
and a classical dynamics.
II. HILBERT SPACE FRAMEWORK OF QUANTUM DYNAMICS
A quantum dynamical system is defined by the following elements:
(i) A separable Hilbert space H.
(ii) An algebra of observables A and a representation ρ(A) as linear operators on the Hilbert
space H. The physical observables are given by the self-adjoint elements.
(iii) The dynamics, in the Heisenberg representation, is defined by a derivation operator
DHˆ , that acts on the algebra ρ(A). The derivation is constructed from the Hamiltonian
Hˆ , which is a particular self-adjoint element of the algebra A. The derivation DHˆ can be
expressed in terms of the commutator with a linear operator Hˆ acting on the Hilbert space
H: DHˆ = i[1~Hˆ, . ]. The Heisenberg equation for an observable Aˆ can be written as
∂Aˆ
∂t
= DHˆ(Aˆ) = i[
1
~
Hˆ, Aˆ].
(iv) The Hamiltonian Hˆ defines also the dynamics of the states ψ ∈ H in the Schro¨dinger
picture, by
i
∂ψ
∂t
=
1
~
Hˆψ.
We remark that, in order to prepare a common notation with the classical systems, all the
dependence on Planck’s constant ~ is attached to the operators.
III. HILBERT SPACE FRAMEWORK OF CLASSICAL DYNAMICS
The Koopman-von Neumann [1–3] formalism is a representation of classical dynamics on
a phase spaceM in terms of a Hilbert space of square integrable functions  LK := L2(M, dµ),
with respect to a measure dµ. The classical observables, which are differentiable functions
f : M → C are represented on  LK by a commutative algebra of multiplication operators
Mf : For ξ ∈  LK
(Mfξ)(z) := f(z)ξ(z).
In order to simplify the notation we will sometimes write f instead of Mf .
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A. Koopman-Schro¨dinger representation
The classical time evolution is determined by a Hamilton function Hcl(z), where we
denote the local coordinates by z = (p, q) ∈ M, p = p1, . . . , pd, q = q1, . . . , qd. The classical
Hamiltonian flow, denoted by z(t) = Φt(z0), which satisfies the classical Hamilton equations
dp
dt
= −∂Hcl
∂q
,
dq
dt
=
∂Hcl
∂p
, (1)
which can be written as
dΦt(z0)
dt
= J ∇Hcl(Φt(z0)); J =
 0 −1
1 0
 , ∇ =
 ∂∂p
∂
∂q

can be used to define a unitary flow on the Koopman Hilbert space [1, 2, 39]:
UK(t, t0)ξ0(z) := ξ0(Φ−(t−t0)(z)). We will use a slightly different unitary flow, which we
will call Koopman-Schro¨dinger flow, that includes a time-dependent phase:
ξ(z, t) := UKS(t, t0)ξ0(z) := e
−iδ(z,t−t0)ξ0(Φ−(t−t0)(z)), ξ(z, 0) = ξ0(z), (2)
with
δ(z, t− t0) = 1
~
(
(t− t0) Hcl(z) +
∫ t
t0
dt′ ΛHcl(Φt′−(t−t0)(z))
)
, (3)
where the function ΛHcl(p, q) will be chosen as [4–7]
ΛHcl(p, q) = −
1
2
∑
j
(
pj
∂Hcl
∂pj
+ qj
∂Hcl
∂qj
)
. (4)
The flow (2) with the phase (3) is called the prequantum flow in the framework of geometric
quantization [4–6]. The first term in (3) is called a dynamical phase and the second one a
geometrical phase. The constant ~ introduced in (3), which has the dimension of an action
([time]·[energy]) is necessary in order to have dimensionless numbers in the exponential.
Its numerical value has to be determined by comparison between the predictions of the
quantum or of the mixed models with the corresponding experimental measurements.
The interpretation of the classical wave function ξ(p, q, t) is that ρdµ := |ξ(p, q, t)|2dµ gives
the probability density at time t for a particle to have a momentum p and a position q.
This interpretation comes from the fact that ρ is a real positive function that satisfies the
Liouville equation ∂ρ
∂t
= −{Hcl, ρ}, which is the equation that describes the time evolution
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of the probability densities ρ in phase space defined by the flow of Eqs. (1). Indeed Eq (2)
implies that ρ(z, t) = ρ0(Φ−(t−t0)(z)), with ρ0 := |ξ0|2, and thus ∂ρ∂t = −{Hcl, ρ}, where the
brackets
{
, .
}
denote the Poisson brackets defined by
{
h, f
}
:=
∑
j
∂h
∂pj
∂f
∂qj
− ∂h
∂qj
∂f
∂pj
.
For a purely classical system this global phase δ(z, t) is thus irrelevant since it is the
square of the absolute value |ξ(z, t)|2 that gives all the physically relevant quantities. We
will see that the analogue of the phase term plays an essential role in the description of
quantum systems and of mixed classical-quantum systems.
By Stone’s theorem [39], this unitary flow has a selfadjoint generator GHcl, i.e. it
can be written as
UKS(t, t0) = U
KS(t− t0) = e−i(t−t0)GHcl . (5)
The dynamics of the vectors of the Hilbert space satisfies therefore the following
Schro¨dinger type equation, which we will call the Koopman-Schro¨dinger equation:
i
∂ξ
∂t
= GHclξ. (6)
The generator GHcl can be written explicitly as the sum of three operators
GHcl = M˜Hcl + M˜ΛHcl + X˜Hcl, (7)
or explicitly,
GHcl =
1
~
Hcl − 1
2~
∑
j
(
pj
∂Hcl
∂pj
+ qj
∂Hcl
∂qj
)
− i
∑
j
∂Hcl
∂pj
∂
∂qj
− ∂Hcl
∂qj
∂
∂pj
, (8)
where M˜Hcl :=
1
~
MHcl is the multiplication operator with the Hamilton function, M˜ΛHcl :=
1
~
MΛHcl is the multiplication operator with
1
~
ΛHcl(p, q), and X˜Hcl := −iXHcl is the vector
field associated to the Hamilton function Hcl, i.e. the differential operator
X˜Hcl := −iXHcl = −i
∑
j
∂Hcl
∂pj
∂
∂qj
− ∂Hcl
∂qj
∂
∂pj
≡ −i{Hcl, .}.
The dynamics of the classical system defined by Eq. (6) is called prequantum dynamics,
since, as we we will discuss in Section VC, it is the starting point for the construction of
the quantum dynamics in the framework of geometric quantization [4–6]. The motivation
for the addition of the terms M˜Hcl and M˜ΛHcl in (8) is:
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(i) The term M˜Hcl is added in order to have Gf(z)=1 =
1
~
1 . If we had only GHcl = X˜Hcl it
would lead to Gf(z)=1 = 0, which would not allow a systematic construction of the dynamics
of mixed systems.
(ii) X˜Hcl satisfies X˜{f,g} = i[X˜f , X˜g], but this property is not satisfied by M˜Hcl + X˜Hcl.
The motivation of the choice (4) for ΛHcl is that the operator ∇Hcl := MΛHcl + XHcl can
be interpreted as a covariant derivation associated to Hcl [4, 7], and as a consequence Gg
satisfies
G{f,g} = i[Gf , Gg].
Remarks: 1) The action of the Poisson brackets is defined both on the algebra of observables
(functions f ∈ A, and their representation as multiplication operators ρ(f) = Mf ) and on
the (differentiable) vectors of the Koopman Hilbert space  LK .
2) The operators MHcl and XHcl commute, since[
MHcl , XHcl
]
ξ = Hcl
{
Hcl, ξ
}− {Hcl, Hclξ}
and
{
Hcl, Hclξ
}
= Hcl
{
Hcl, ξ
}
+
{
Hcl, Hcl
}
ξ = Hcl
{
Hcl, ξ
}
.
However, except for special choices of the Hamiltonian Hcl, the operators MΛHcl and
XHcl do not commute.
The unitary Koopman-Schro¨dinger operator (2),(3) can be written as
UKS(t) = e−iδe−i(t−t0)XHcl = e−i(t−t0)GHcl .
Some examples of operators GHcl are given in Table VC.
B. Koopman-Heisenberg representation
One can also define a dynamics on the algebra of observables, which we will call the
Koopman-Heisenberg representation, by
Mf (t) := (U
K(t))−1MfU
K(t) = eitGHclMfe
−itGHcl .
Since UK(t) = e−iδe−itX˜Hcl , it can be also written as
Mf (t) = e
itX˜HclMfe
−itX˜Hcl .
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It satisfies the following Koopman-Heisenberg equation
∂Mf
∂t
= i[GHcl ,Mf ], (9)
which can be written equivalently as
∂Mf
∂t
= i[X˜Hcl,Mf ] = M{Hcl,f}. (10)
The last equality can be understood by letting it act on an arbitrary vector ξ ∈  LK :
i[X˜Hcl ,Mf ]ξ = iX˜Hcl(Mfξ)− X˜f (iHHcl(ξ))
= {Hcl, (Mfξ)} −Mf ({Hcl, ξ}) = {Hcl, (fξ)} − f{Hcl, ξ}
= {Hcl, f}ξ + f{Hcl, ξ} − f{Hcl, ξ}
= {Hcl, f}ξ =M{Hcl,f}ξ.
We remark that the Koopman-Heisenberg dynamics does not involve the phase δ(z, t) we
introduced in (2). The Koopman-Heisenberg equation (10) is equivalent to the equation for
the time evolution of a classical observable f(p, q)
df
dt
= {Hcl, f},
but written in terms of the corresponding multiplication operator. Thus, the Koopman-
Heisenberg equations for the particular observables p and q are equivalent to Hamilton’s
equations
We remark that the generator of the dynamics is an operator that does not belong to the
algebra of observables, but it is an external derivation acting on them. Indeed for a Hamilton
function Hcl the dynamics is defined by the derivation DHcl, acting on the algebra ρ(A) by
DHcl(Mf) := i[XHcl ,Mf ] ≡M{Hcl,f}.
This provides a complete framework in which classical mechanics can be considered, from
the mathematical point of view, as a particular type of quantum system.
This formulation opens up the possibility to construct models of a quantum system in
interaction with a classical one.
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IV. DYNAMICS OF MIXED CLASSICAL-QUANTUM SYSTEMS
We consider a bipartite system composed of a quantum system (Q), defined on a Hilbert
space HQ and a classical system (K) with a Koopman Hilbert space  LK . The total Hilbert
space will be K =  LK ⊗HQ. The observables of the total system will be linear combinations
of operators of the form Mf ⊗ Bˆ, where Bˆ is a selfadjoint operator of the quantum system.
We first consider the two subsystems without coupling. The evolution of the quantum
subsystem is defined by a Hamiltonian 1K ⊗ HˆQ0 /~ and the one of the classical subsystem
by GH0,cl ⊗ 1Q/~, with GH0,cl = M˜H0,cl + Λ˜H0,cl + X˜H0,cl , and H0,cl is the uncoupled classical
Hamilton function.
The interaction between the classical and the quantum subsytems is determined by
observables that are linear combinations of terms of the form
Mgi ⊗ µˆi/~
where µˆi is a self-adjoint operator defined on HQ and gi = gi(p, q) is a function on the
classical phase space.
The corresponding dynamics of the interaction is defined by operators of the form
Kint =
∑
i
Ggi ⊗ µˆi/~
with Ggi = M˜gi + Λ˜gi + X˜gi, i.e. Ggiξ =
1
~
giξ − 12~
(
p∂gi
∂p
+ q ∂gi
∂q
)
ξ − i{gi, ξ}.
The Schro¨dinger-Koopman equation for a mixed classical-quantum system can thus be
written as
i
∂ψ
∂t
= Kψ,
with
K = 1 cl ⊗ Hˆ0,Q/~+GH0,cl ⊗ 1Q/~+
∑
i
Ggi ⊗ µˆi/~.
The corresponding Heisenberg-Koopman equation for the dynamics of an observable of the
form
B(t) := eitK
(
Mf ⊗ Aˆ
)
e−itK
is
∂B
∂t
= i[K,B].
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A. Example: Stern-Gerlach experiment
We consider a simple model of the Stern-Gerlach experiment, in which the motion of the
center of mass of the atom is described classically, and the spin as a quantum variable. The
total Hilbert space is K =  L2(R6, d3p d3q)⊗ C2. The states ψ ∈ K can be represented by
ψ = v+(~p, ~q)⊗ |+〉+ v−(~p, ~q)⊗ |−〉 ≡
(
v+(~p, ~q)
v−(~p, ~q)
)
.
The observable corresponding to the total energy is
H =
1
2m
~p 2 ⊗ 1 − γ ~B(~q)⊗ ~S,
where Si = (~/2)σi and σi are the Pauli matrices.
The operator that generates the corresponding dynamics is
K =
1
2m
∑
i
Gp2i ⊗ 1 /~− γ
∑
i
GBi ⊗ Si/~.
As a simple model we take a magnetic field of the form ~B = (0, 0, B3) with B3(~q) =
b˜0 − b˜1q3, and ~q = (q1, q2, q3). We remark that this ~B cannot be an actual magnetic field,
since ∇ · ~B = −b1 6= 0. We use it only as the simplest mathematical illustration of the
types of behavior that can be expected. For a recent discussion of realistic models of the
Stern-Gerlach experiments see Refs. [9–11].
Since the gradient of the magnetic field is only in the q3 direction, we can restrict the
model to one dimension. The Hilbert space is K =  L2(R2, dp dq) ⊗ C2, where we denote
p ≡ p3, q ≡ q3. Absorbing −γ into the coefficients, the observable corresponding to the total
energy can be written as
H =
1
2m
p2 ⊗ 1 + (b0 + b1q)⊗ σ3.
The corresponding Koopman-Schro¨dinger equation is
i
∂ψ
∂t
=
( 1
2m
Gp2 ⊗ 1 + (b0G1 + b1Gq)⊗ σ3
)
ψ.
If we write ψ(t) = (v+(p, q, t), v−(p, q, t)) the above equations become two independent linear
partial differential equations of first order:
∂v+
∂t
= − p
m
∂v+
∂q
+ b1
∂v+
∂p
− i
~
d(p, q)v+ (11)
∂v−
∂t
= − p
m
∂v−
∂q
− b1∂v−
∂p
+
i
~
d(p, q)v− (12)
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with
d(p, q) := (b0 +
1
2
b1q).
These equations can be solved explicitly, e.g. with the method of characteristics. The
solution corresponding to an initial condition
v±(p, q, t = 0) = v
(0)
± (p, q)
is given by
v±(p, q, t) = e
−iδ±(p,q,t)v
(0)
± (p± b1t , q −
p
m
t∓ b1
2m
t2) (13)
where δ±(p, q, t) is a phase given by
~δ± = ±
[
qt− p
2m
t2 ∓ b1
6m
t3
]b1
2
± b0t.
B. Physical interpretation – classical-quantum entanglement
The physical interpretation of ψ = (v+(p, q, t), v−(p, q, t)) is that |v±(p, q, t)|2 gives the
probability for the center of mass of the particle to have a position q, a momentum p and a
spin component ±~/2 in the q3-direction. This dynamics can be interpreted as follows.
We consider initial conditions that are a tensor product of the spin and the momentum-
position, i.e. of the form
ψ(t = 0) = ξ(0)(p, q)⊗
(
s+
s−
)
,
with |s+|2 + |s−|2 = 1. Thus, in the initial state the spin and the center of mass are not
entangled. We consider an initial state that is well-localized both in momentum p and in
position q, described e.g. by narrow Gaussians
ξ(0)(p, q) =
1√
πwpwq
e
−
(p−p0)
2
2w2p e
−
(q−q0)
2
2w2q
with p0 = 0. The limit of complete localization corresponds to
limwp,wq→0 |ξ(0)(p, q)|2 = δ(p− p0)δ(q − q0).
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We consider the following four examples of initial conditions:
(i) : ψ(t = 0) = ξ(0)(p, q)⊗
(
1
0
)
(ii) : ψ(t = 0) = ξ(0)(p, q)⊗
(
0
1
)
(iii) : ψ(t = 0) = ξ(0)(p, q)⊗
(
1
1
)
1√
2
(iv) : ψ(t = 0) = ξ(0)(p, q)⊗
(
s+
s−
)
.
In (i) and (ii) the wave packet of the center of mass will follow a single trajectory without
modification of its shape. It will move and accelerate in the direction ±q3, depending on
the initial sign of the spin.
In cases (iii) and (iv) the state becomes a coherent superposition of two wave packets for
the center of mass, that move in opposite directions. Both packets have the same shape,
but the weight is given by a multiplicative factor |s±|2 determined by the initial state of the
spin. We remark that in this case the spin and the center of mass are entangled, since the
state ψ(t) cannot be written as a tensor product of a spin state (s1, s2) and a center of mass
state ξ(p, q):
ψ(t) = v+(p, q, t)⊗
(
1
0
)
+ v−(p, q, t)⊗
(
0
1
)
6= ξ(p, q, t)⊗
(
s1
s2
)
,
since this would imply v+(p, q, t) = β v−(p, q, t), with a constant β.
This example shows that it is possible to entangle a classical and a quantum degree of
freedom.
V. BEREZIN-TOEPLITZ QUANTIZATION – GEOMETRIC QUANTIZATION
In this section we review, with a minimum of mathematical formalism, some of the main
ideas of Berezin-Toeplitz quantization and its relation with geometric quantization. We
also summarize some elements of the theory of coherent states and their application to
quantization.
In order to establish the relation between a quantum system and its classical counterpart
we have to consider separately the relations between the Hilbert spaces, between the algebras
of observables and between the derivations defining the dynamics.
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The Berezin-Toeplitz quantization consists of selecting a subspace  ˘L ⊂  LK of the
Koopman Hilbert space and a map that assigns to each multiplication operator Mf on
 LK an operator TMf on  ˘L defined as the projection of Mf on  ˘L. In general two operators
TMf1 , TMf2 corresponding to two different multiplication operatorsMf1 ,Mf2 do not commute
with each other.
Geometric quantization can be viewed as an extension of this procedure to the quantization
of the generators of the dynamics, i.e. the Hamiltonians. The link between the quantization
of the observables and of the generators of the dynamics is given by the Tuynman relation
[42].
A. Selection of a polarization subspace
As a first example we consider a system with one degree of freedom and phase space
M = R2. The Koopman Hilbert space is  LK = L2(R2, dp dq), i.e. the square-integrable
functions on the phase space.
The first step in the procedure of quantization is known in the literature on geometric
quantization as the choice of a “polarization”, which here we formulate as the choice of a
polarization subspace  ˘L ⊂  LK . We present a simple description of the construction in terms
of action-angle variables I, θ, defined by the canonical transformation
I = 1
2
(p2/β0 + q
2β0), p =
√
2Iβ0 sin θ, (14)
θ = arctan(p/
√
β0, q
√
β0), q =
√
2I/β0 cos θ, (15)
where β0 is an arbitrary reference constant (with units of a mass times a frequency β0 =
m0ω0, or equivalently of an action times the square of a length). The function arctan(y, x) of
two arguments is defined as the single-valued function that gives the unique angle θ ∈ [0, 2π]
such that cos θ = y/
√
y2 + x2 and sin θ = x/
√
y2 + x2.
1. Construction of a basis of  LK
We will use the following basis of L2(R
2, dp dq), expressed in action-angle coordinates:
ξ˜m′,m(I, θ) := νm′,m e
− 1
2λ
II(m
′+m)/2ei(m−m
′)θ, m,m′ ∈ N0 = {0, 1, 2, . . .} (16)
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where νm′,m is the normalization factor, and λ is an arbitrary fixed real constant. Since
the argument of the exponential should be dimensionless, λ must have the dimension of an
action. We remark that a constant that makes the variable dimensionless in the function
I(m
′+m)/2 is included in the normalization factor νm′,m, to simplify the notation.
One can verify that (16) is a basis of L2(R
2, dp dq) = L2(R, dp) ⊗ L2(R, dq) by first
considering the known basis of L2(R, dp)
Hm′(p/
√
2λβ0)e
− 1
2λβ0
p2/2
, m′ ∈ N0
where Hm′ are the Hermite polynomials, and the basis of L2(R, dq)
Hm(q
√
β0/(2λ))e
−
β0
2λ
q2/2, m ∈ N0.
The set of functions
pm
′
qme−
1
2λ
(
p2/β0+q2β0
)
/2 m,m′ ∈ N0
is therefore a basis L2(R
2, dp dq), and defining the dimensionless complex variable
z :=
1√
2λ
(q
√
β0 + ip/
√
β0) =:
√
I
λ
eiθ, (17)
another basis is given by the functions
ξ˜m′,m = ν˜m′,m e
− 1
2
|z|2 z∗m
′
zm ≡ νm′,m e− 12λ II m
′+m
2 ei(m−m
′)θ,
which coincides with (16). We remark that the measure dµ expressed in the complex vari-
ables z is
dµ(z) := dq dp = 2λd2z, with d2z = dzr dzi, z = zr + izi. (18)
We can relabel the basis vectors through
k := m−m′ m = 1
2
(n + k) (19)
n := m+m′ m′ =
1
2
(n− k) (20)
and write the basis as
ξn,k(I, θ) := νn,ke
− 1
2λ
IIn/2eikθ, (21)
with n ∈ N0, k ∈ {−n,−n + 2,−n + 4, . . . , n− 2, n}, νn = (n! 2π λn+1)−1/2.
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2. Selection of a polarization subspace  ˘L ⊂  LK by the choice of a subset of the basis
The selection of the polarization subspace can be performed by selecting a subset of this
basis. In the standard Berezin quantization one selects the subspace  ˘L ⊂  LK as follows:
First one chooses a particular value for the constant λ = ~, where ~ is equal to the constant
that we had introduced in Eq. (3), when we introduced a phase in the unitary Koopman
evolution. Then one selects the subspace generated by the subset {ηn} ⊂ {ξn,k} of the basis
functions defined as
ηn(I, θ) := ξn,k=−n(I, θ) ≡ νn e− 12~ IIn/2e−inθ n ∈ N0 (22)
≡ ν˜n z∗ne−zz∗/2, (23)
with νn = (n! 2π ~
n+1)−1/2 and ν˜n = (n! 2π ~)
−1/2.
We remark that different choices of the constant λ lead to different subspaces, e.g. the
function e−
1
2λ′
I is not contained in the subspace  ˘L if λ′ 6= ~. Thus the choice of λ equal to
Planck’s constant ~ is non-trivial, in the sense that it is not just a conventional choice of
units, but it is an essential ingredient in the definition of the quantum model. Its numerical
value in any given system of units must be determined by comparison with experiments.
3. Definition of an isomorphism between  ˘L ⊂  LK and Fock space
The basis (22) of  ˘L is labeled by a single index n ∈ N0. One can define an isomorphism Ξ
between the subspace  ˘L (whose elements are functions of p, q) and a Hilbert space H, that
will be the Hilbert space of the quantum system, which can be defined formally as the space
generated by a set of orthonormal states {|n〉}n∈N0. The isomorphism is defined by
Ξ : ηn 7→ |n〉
which in the Dirac notation can be written as
Ξ :=
∑
n
|n〉〈ηn|.
As concrete examples for the quantum Hilbert space H we consider two examples:
(i) We can take H as the abstract Fock space F constructed from a ground state |0〉
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and the creation operator a† : |n〉 := νn(a†)n|0〉.
(ii) One can take H = L2(R, dx) and for |n〉 the basis of eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian
of a harmonic oscillator
Hh.o. := − ~
2
2m
d2
dx2
+
mω2
2
x2,
with m and ω such that mω = β0, where β0 is the constant used in (14), i.e.
Ξ : ηn 7→ |n〉 = ϕn(x) = νnHn(x
√
mω/~)e−
1
2
x2mω/~, (24)
where Hn are the Hermite polynomials.
Remark: Since z∗ :=
√
I
~
e−iθ, by Eq. (21) the subspace  ˘L can be also identified as
being isomorphic to the Hilbert space of anti-holomorphic functions g(z∗) [30–32], with
scalar product 〈g1, g2〉 :=
∫
M
dz e−|z|
2
g∗1(z
∗) g2(z
∗), which is the usual formulation in the
literature on geometric and Berezin quantization.
Summary: The polarization subspace  ˘L ⊂  LK is the subspace generated by the or-
thonormal set of functions
ηn := νn I
n/2e−inθe−
1
2~
I ≡ ν˜n z∗ne−zz∗/2 n ∈ N0, (25)
with νn = (n! 2π ~
n+1)−1/2 and ν˜n = (n! 2π ~)
−1/2. The isomorphism Ξ : ηn 7→ |n〉 gives the
representation in the quantum Hilbert space H.
B. Toeplitz quantization of the observables
The Toeplitz quantization of operators of the classical Hilbert space consists simply of
taking the projection of the operator on the polarization subspace: To a multiplication
operator Mf acting on  LK one associates an operator TMf
Mf 7→ TMf := P ˘ LMfP ˘ L, (26)
where P ˘ L
is the orthogonal projection from  LK to the polarization subspace  ˘L. By compo-
sition with the isomorphism Ξ one defines the associated operator on H:
Mf 7→ f̂ ≡ T̂f := Ξ Tf Ξ−1 = Ξ P ˘ LMfP ˘ L Ξ
−1,
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which can be expressed in terms of the bases ξn,k=−n of  ˘L and |n〉 of H as
Mf 7→ f̂ ≡ T̂f :=
∑
n′,n
|n′〉〈ηn′|Mf |ηn〉〈n|. (27)
One can calculate the matrix elements for some of the basic polynomial functions explic-
itly:
〈ηn′ |z|ηn〉 = δn′,n−1
√
n (28)
〈ηn′|z∗|ηn〉 = δn′,n+1
√
n + 1 (29)
and
〈ηn′|zm(z∗)k|ηn〉 = δn′,n−m+k ×
×
√
(n+ k −m+ 1) . . . (n+ k − 1)(n+ k) (n + k)(n+ k − 1) . . . (n + 1),
which leads to their identification in terms of creation-annihillation operators a†, a (either
in the abstract Fock space F or in L2(R, dx):
ẑ = aˆ (30)
ẑ∗ = aˆ† (31)
T̂zkz∗m ≡ ẑkz∗m = aˆk aˆ†m. (32)
We remark that the Berezin-Toeplitz quantization with the chosen polarization subspace
yields the operators (32) in anti-normal ordering, i.e. with all the aˆ† on the right.
If we use the representation H = L2(R, dx) defined by the isomorphism (24), and
q =
√
~
2β0
(z + z∗), p =
√
~β0
2
(z − z∗) (33)
xˆ =
√
~
2β0
(aˆ+ aˆ†), pˆ =
√
~β0
2
(aˆ + aˆ†) (34)
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we obtain
q̂ = Mx =: xˆ (multiplication by x) (35)
p̂ = −i~ ∂
∂x
=: pˆ (36)
p̂2 = (p̂)2 +
~β0
2
1 = −~2 ∂
2
∂x2
+
~β0
2
1 (37)
q̂2 = (q̂)2 +
~
2β0
1 = xˆ2 +
~
2β0
1 (38)
Î =
1
2
( 1
β0
pˆ2 + β0xˆ
2
)
= −i~ ∂
∂θ
(39)
Ĥh.o. = ωÎ = − ~
2
2m
∂2
∂x2
+
mω2
2
xˆ2 +
~ω
2
, (40)
where Hh.o. = ωI = ω~zz
∗ = 1
2m
p2 + mω
2
2
q2.
C. Toeplitz quantization of the generators of the dynamics – geometric quantiza-
tion
The Toeplitz quantization, that we first have defined for multiplication operators as the
projection into the polarization subspace  ˘L, can be extended to the differential operators of
the generators of the dynamics:
Gf 7→ TGf := P ˘ LGfP ˘ L. (41)
By composition with the isomorphism Ξ one defines the associated operator on the quantum
Hilbert space H:
Gg 7→ Ĝg := Ξ P ˘ LGgP ˘ L Ξ
−1,
which can be expressed in terms of the bases ηn of  ˘L and |n〉 of H as
Gg 7→ Ĝg =
∑
n′,n
|n′〉〈ηn′|Gg|ηn〉〈n|. (42)
The Schro¨dinger equation in the Hilbert space H, corresponding to a classical Hamilton
function Hcl is thus given by
i
∂ψ
∂t
= ĜHclψ, i.e. i~
∂ψ
∂t
= HˆHclψ, with HˆHcl := ~ĜHcl.
The Poisson brackets can be expressed in terms of the complex coordinates (17), choosing
λ = ~, as {
h, f
}
:=
i
~
∑
j
∂h
∂zj
∂f
∂z∗j
− ∂h
∂z∗j
∂f
∂zj
,
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and Λf as
Λf = −1
2
∑
j
z
∂f
∂z
+ z∗
∂f
∂z∗
.
For a Hamilton function of the form f = zkz∗m the quantized generator of the dynamics is
given by
~Ĝf = aˆ
kaˆ†m − km aˆ(k−1)aˆ†(m−1). (43)
This result can be obtained by the following steps: We first determine
Λf = −k +m
2
zkz∗m (44)
~X˜f = kz
(k−1)z∗m
∂
∂z∗
−mzkz∗(m−1) ∂
∂z
(45)
~Gf = f + Λf + ~X˜f (46)
=
(
1− k +m
2
)
zkz∗m + kz(k−1)z∗m
∂
∂z∗
−mzkz∗(m−1) ∂
∂z
. (47)
Then we determine X̂f := Ξ P ˘ L
X˜fP ˘ L
Ξ−1, as
~X̂f =
k +m
2
aˆkaˆ†m − km aˆ(k−1)aˆ†(m−1), (48)
which combined with
T̂zkz∗m = aˆ
kaˆ†m (49)
yields (43).
Remark: Eq. (43) is a special case of Tuynman’s relation [42], which allows to ex-
press the quantization of the generator of the dynamics Gf in terms of the Toeplitz
quantization of an associated observable τ(f):
Proposition: (Tuynman’s relation [42])
~Ĝf = T̂τ(f), with τ(f) := f − ∂
2f
∂z∂z∗
. (50)
This relation can be written in a more general context as τ(f) := f + ~
4
∆dR, where ∆dR is
the de Rham Laplacian, which in our case is given by ∆dR = −4~ ∂
2
∂z∂z∗
. We notice that in
[42] the complex variables z are defined with a convention that differs from ours by a factor
√
2. We remark that
∂2f
∂z∂z∗
=
~
2
(
1
β0
∂2f
∂q2
+ β0
∂2f
∂p2
)
. (51)
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In Table VC we give for some examples of the expressions of the operators Λf , X˜f , T̂f , Ĝf .
We use the notation xˆ = Mx; pˆ = −i~ ∂∂x . In Table VC we have expressed the quantized
operator corresponding to the action I, in the phase representation [12–14] where the Hilbert
space H is generated by the functions {einθ, n ∈ N0}. We remark that there is no simple
explicit expression for the T̂V , ĜV corresponding to a general potential V (q).
For the harmonic oscillator we have:
Hh.o. = ω
(
1
2mω
p2 +
1
2
mωq2
)
= ωI = ~ωzz∗ (52)
ΛHh.o. = −Hh.o. (53)
X˜Hh.o. = −iω
(
1
2mω
p
∂
∂q
+
1
2
mωq
∂
∂p
)
= −iω ∂
∂θ
(54)
GHh.o. = X˜Hh.o. (55)
T̂Hh.o. = ω
(
1
2mω
pˆ2 +
1
2
mωxˆ
)
+
~ω
2
(56)
= ~ωaˆaˆ† = ~ω
(
aˆ†aˆ +
1
2
)
+
~ω
2
(57)
Hˆh.o. ≡ ~ĜHh.o. = ~X̂Hh.o. (58)
= ~ω(aˆaˆ† − 1) = ~ωaˆ†aˆ (59)
=
(
1
2m
pˆ2 +
1
2
mω2xˆ
)
− ~ω
2
. (60)
f Λf X˜f Gf T̂f ~Ĝf = Hˆf
1 0 0 1
~
1 1 1
zkz∗m −k+m
2
zkz∗m (45) (47) aˆkaˆ†m aˆkaˆ†m − km aˆ(k−1)aˆ†(m−1)
q −1
2
q i ∂
∂p
1
2~
q + i ∂
∂p
xˆ xˆ
p −1
2
p −i ∂
∂q
1
2~
p− i ∂
∂q
pˆ pˆ
q2 −q2 i2q ∂
∂p
i2q ∂
∂p
xˆ2 + ~
2β0
xˆ2 − ~
2β0
p2 −p2 −i2p ∂
∂q
−i2p ∂
∂q
pˆ2 + ~β0
2
pˆ2 − ~β0
2
I −I −i{I, ·} −i{I, ·} ≡ −i ∂
∂θ
−i~ ∂
∂θ
+ ~1 −i~ ∂
∂θ
V (q) −1
2
q ∂V
∂q
i∂V
∂q
∂
∂p
1
~
V − ∂V
∂q
(
q
2~
− i ∂
∂p
)
Table VC: Some examples of the expressions of the operators Λf , X˜f , T̂f , Ĝf .
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D. Quantization by coherent states
An alternative formulation of the quantization of multiplication operators on  LK using
coherent states was proposed in Refs. [33–36]. As we will discuss below, this formulation
yields the same quantized operators as the Toeplitz quantization. It can also be extended
to yield the same quantization of the generators of the dynamics.
1. Definition of coherent states
There are several definitions of coherent states that emphasize different types of properties
[15, 17, 27]: Minimization of the Heisenberg uncertainty relations [25], group theoretical
properties [20, 23], annihilation operator eigenfunctions [26].
For the purpose of establishing relations between classical and quantum systems one can
use a definition that addresses only one property that is shared by all the other definitions:
We consider a Hilbert space H and a phase space M with a volume measure dµ.
Definition: A complete set of vectors indexed by the points of M, {|ζHz0〉 ∈ H}z0∈M, is
defined by a continuous map M→H, z0 7→ |ζz0〉, such that∫
M
dµ(z0) |ζHz0〉〈ζHz0 | = 1H. (61)
Definition: The corresponding coherent states are defined as the normalized vectors
|CHz0〉 :=
1
ν(z0)
|ζHz0〉, (62)
with ν2(z0) := 〈ζHz0 |ζHz0〉. The non-normalized vectors |ζHz0〉, will also be called unnormalized
coherent states.
2. Construction of the coherent states determined by the selection of a polarization subspace
In Refs. [27, 33, 36] a general construction of coherent states was proposed which is
based on the selection of a polarization subspace  ˘L. We assume that the elements of  ˘L are
continuous functions. One defines for each point z0 ∈ M of the phase space an evaluation
functional, that assigns to each function its value at the point z0:
δz0 :  ˘L → C (63)
|ξ〉 7→ ξ(z0). (64)
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Under the assumption that this linear map is continuous, by Riesz’s theorem [39] there is a
unique vector |ζz0〉 ∈ H such that ∀|ξ〉 ∈  ˘L
δz0 |ξ〉 = 〈ζz0 | ξ〉.
One can give an explicit expression of the functional 〈ζz0 | in terms of the arbitrary orthonor-
mal basis of continuous functions{|ηn〉} ∈  ˘L:
δz0 ≡ 〈ζz0 | =
∑
n
ηn(z0)〈ηn|, (65)
since, ∀|ξ〉 ∈  ˘L, |ξ〉 =∑n |ηn〉〈ηn|ξ〉 and thus,
δz0 |ξ〉 =
∑
n
δz0(|ηn〉)〈ηn|ξ〉 =
∑
n
ηn(z0)〈ηn|ξ〉.
The corresponding vector can thus be written as
|ζz0〉 =
∑
n
η∗n(z0)|ηn〉. (66)
The set of vectors |ζz0〉 satisfies the following completeness relation:∫
M
dµ(z0) |ζz0〉〈ζz0| = 1 ˘ L, (67)
since ∫
M
dµ(z0)|ζz0〉〈ζz0 | =
∑
n′,n
(∫
M
dµ(z0) η
∗
n′(z0)ηn(z0
)
|ηn′〉〈ηn|
=
∑
n′,n
δn′,n|ηn′〉〈ηn| = 1 ˘ L,
where we have used
∫
M
dµ(z0) η
∗
n′(z0)ηn(z0) = δn′,n.
We remark that, since the evaluation vector |ζz0〉 is a function of z which belongs to the
subspace  ˘L, we can write it as
ζz0(z) =
∑
n
η∗n(z0) ηn(z).
In the limit case when the polarization subspace coincides with the total Hilbert space
 ˘L =  LK , the evaluation vector tends formally to a Dirac delta function:
ζz0(z) −−−−→H→LK δ(z − z0)
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The coherent states |Cz0〉 determined by the choice of the subspace  ˘L are defined by
normalizing the vectors |ζz0〉:
|Cz0〉 :=
1
ν(z0)
|ζz0〉,
with
ν2(z0) := 〈ζz0 |ζz0〉 =
∑
n′,n
ηn′(z0)η
∗
n(z0)〈ηn′ |ηn〉 =
∑
n
|ηn(z0)|2.
One can define the analogue of the the evaluation vectors and of the evaluation functionals
in the quantum Hilbert space H (e.g. in Fock space F or in L2(R, dx)) by
|ζHz0〉 := Ξ
(
|ζz0〉
)
=
∑
n
η∗n(z0)|n〉 (68)
δHz0 ≡ 〈ζHz0 | :=
∑
n
ηn(z0)〈n|, (69)
where {|n〉} is the orthogonal basis of the space H.
Remark : As we will see in Section (VD3) in the quantization of observables and
of the dynamics we don’t actually use the normalized coherent states |Cz0〉, but directly
the evaluation functionals 〈ζz0 |, 〈ζHz0| and their duals, the evaluation vectors |ζz0〉, |ζHz0〉
(that we will also call unnormalized coherent states). The essential property are the
completeness relations (61),(67). We remark, however, that for the standard Glauber
coherent states [18, 19], as well as for the spin or atomic coherent states of Gilmore [22] and
of Perelomov [21], the normalization factor ν(z0) is independent of z0, and thus the coher-
ent states and the unnormalized coherent states are related by just a multiplicative constant.
In summary, the choice of a polarization subspace  ˘L and the isomorphism Ξ define
the coherent states (69) uniquely. We will see in Section (VI 6) an inverse property: A
given set of coherent states in H determines uniquely a polarization subspace  ˘L ⊂  LK and
the isomorphism Ξ.
3. Coherent state quantization of observables
Using these unnormalized coherent states one can associate to each multiplication oper-
ator Mf on  LK an operator CMf on the subspace  ˘L:
CMf :=
∫
M
dµ(z0)f(z0)|ζz0〉〈ζz0 |. (70)
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The following argument shows that the quantized operator CMf defined by Eq. (70) with
the coherent states, is identical to the Toeplitz operator (26) defined by projection on the
polarization subspace  ˘L: CMf ≡ TMf .
By inserting the representations (65)(66) into (70), we obtain
CMf =
∑
n′,n
∫
M
dµ(z0) f(z0) η
∗
n′(z0) ηn(z0) |ηn′〉〈ηn|
=
∑
n′,n
|ηn′〉
(∫
M
dµ(z0) f(z0) η
∗
n′(z0) ηn(z0)
)
〈ηn|,
and using the fact that ∫
M
dµ(z) f(z) η∗n′(z) ηn(z) ≡ 〈ηn′|Mf |ηn〉
and defining the projector P ˘ L
:=
∑
n |ηn〉〈ηn| into the polarization subspace  ˘L, we can write
CMf =
∑
n′,n
|ηn′〉〈ηn′|Mf |ηn〉〈ηn|
= P ˘ L
MfP ˘ L
≡ TMf ,
which is the Toeplitz operator (26).
Using the analogues of the evaluation vectors and functionals defined by Eqs (68) in the
quantum Hilbert space H (i.e. on Fock space F or in L2(R, dx)), the quantized operator fˆ
corresponding to the observable f is given by
fˆ =
∫
M
dµ(z0) f(z0) |ζHz0〉〈ζHz0 |. (71)
4. Coherent state quantization of the generators of the dynamics
The Toeplitz quantization of the generator of the dynamics can also be expressed in terms
of coherent states. The formula (70), originally defined for multiplication operators, can be
extended to the differential operators Xg appearing in the generators Gg
CXg :=
∫
M
dµ(z0) |ζz0〉 Xz0g (〈ζz0 |) (72)
where the notation X
z0
g indicates that the differential operator acts on the variables z0 and
not on z :
Xz0g (〈ζz0|) = Xz0g
∑
n
ηn(z0)〈ηn| =
∑
n
Xg(ηn(z0))〈ηn| =
∑
n
{g(z0), ηn(z0)}〈ηn|.
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The coherent state quantization of the generators of the dynamics can thus be written as
CGg :=
∫
M
dµ(z0) |ζz0〉 Gz0g (〈ζz0 |). (73)
The result is again the same one as the one obtained by Toeplitz quantization:
CGg = TGg .
This can ve verified by an argument along the same line as the one for the multiplication
operators:
CGg =
∫
M
dµ(z0) |ζz0〉 Gz0g (〈ζz0 |) (74)
=
∑
n′,n
∫
M
dµ(z0) η
∗
n′(z0) G
z0
g (ηn(z0)) |ηn′〉〈ηn| (75)
=
∑
n′,n
|ηn′〉
(∫
M
dµ(z0) η
∗
n′(z0) G
z0
g (ηn(z0))
)
〈ηn| (76)
=
∑
n′,n
|ηn′〉〈ηn′ | Gg |ηn〉〈ηn| (77)
= P ˘ L
GgP ˘ L
≡ TGg . (78)
VI. DEQUANTIZATION BY COHERENT STATES
Coherent states can be used for the opposite process, called dequantization, which is the
construction of a classical system for a given quantum model [37, 40].
The general problem of dequantization can be formulated as follows: Given a quantum
system defined on a Hilbert space H, with observables Aˆ and a dynamics generated by a
Hamiltonian Hˆ, the goal is to find
(a) a phase space manifold M and a measure dµ,
(b) a subspace  ˘L ⊂ L2(M, dµ), and an isomorphism Ξ between  ˘L and H,
(c) for each relevant observable Aˆ a function fA :M→ C such that the Toeplitz quantiza-
tion of fA yields the operator A: Ξ TfAΞ
−1 = Aˆ,
(d) a function Hcl such that the Toeplitz quantization of GHcl yields the operator Hˆ .
We remark that dequantization is not a classical limit procedure involving ~ → ∞
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but a correpondence, i.e. a map that assigns a classical system to a given quantum system.
We remark that the dequantization of the Hamiltonian, i.e. of the generator of the
quantum dynamics, is different than the dequantization of the observables. A procedure
of dequantization along the above requirements can be formulated using coherent states as
follows.
5. (a) Construction of a phase space manifold from a set of coherent states
The first step is the construction of a set of coherent states. For any given quantum
system, the choice of coherent states is not unique. The approach of Gilmore and of
Perelomov, based on a group theoretical construction, yields a phase space manifold M, a
measure dµ and a set of unnormalized coherent states satisfying the completeness relation∫
dµ(z0) |ζz0〉〈ζz0 | = 1 . This step is described in detail in Refs. [20, 23, 41].
6. (b) Construction of the polarization subspace and of the isomorphism Ξ from a given set of
unnormalized coherent states
If a complete set of unnormalized coherent states {|ζHz0〉 ∈ H}z0∈M is given, one can
construct a polarization subspace  ˘L ⊂  LK and an isomorphism Ξ :  ˘L → H such that the
states |ζz0〉 defined by Eq. (66) coincide with the states |ζHz0〉 :
Ξ|ζz0〉 = |ζHz0〉.
This can be shown as follows. We introduce a map ΞHus : H →  LK by
ΞHus : ψ 7→ ξ defined by ξ(z0) := 〈ζHz0 |ψ〉.
We will call ΞHus the Husimi map since |ξ(z0)|2 is the Husimi function corresponding to the
state ψ. The Husimi map defines an isomorphism between H and a subspace  ˘L of  LK , that
satisfies the following properties:
(i) ΞHus is a continuous linear map that preserves the scalar products, i.e.
〈 ΞHus
(
ψ1
) | ΞHus(ψ2) 〉 LK = 〈ψ1|ψ2〉H,
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since
〈 ΞHus
(
ψ1
) | ΞHus(ψ2) 〉 LK = ∫
M
dµ(z0)
(
ΞHus
(
ψ1
))∗
ΞHus
(
ψ2
)
=
∫
M
dµ(z0) 〈ψ1|ζHz0〉H〈ζHz0|ψ2〉H
= 〈ψ1|
(∫
M
dµ(z0) |ζHz0〉〈ζHz0|
)
|ψ2〉
= 〈ψ1|ψ2〉H.
This implies that the image of ψ ∈ H is indeed in the space  LK of square-integrable
functions.
(ii) The image ΞHus(H) =:  ˘L is a subspace of  LK .
(iii) We chose an arbitrary orthonormal basis {|n〉}n∈I⊂Z of H. Its image by the
Husimi map defines
ηn := ΞHus|n〉.
The set of functions {ηn}n∈I⊂Z is an orthonormal set that spans the subspace  ˘L ⊂  LK . If
we define the isomorphism Ξ :  ˘L → H by ηn 7→ |n〉, we can identify it as the inverse of the
Husimi map : Ξ = Ξ−1Hus, and
Ξ|ζz0〉 = Ξ
∑
n
η∗n(z0) |ηn〉
=
∑
n
η∗n(z0) |n〉 = |ζHz0〉.
We consider as an example the case of the standard Glauber coherent states defined on
the Fock space H by
|CHz 〉 := ezaˆ
†−z∗aˆ|n = 0〉.
With respect to the basis {|n〉} they are expressed as
|CHz 〉 = e−zz
∗/2
∞∑
n=0
zn√
n!
|n〉. (79)
Since they satisfy the completeness relation
1 =
1
π
∫
d2z|CHz 〉〈CHz | =
1
2π~
∫
dµ(z)|CHz 〉〈CHz |,
the unnormalized coherent states are
|ζHz 〉 =
1√
2π~
|CHz 〉.
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The image of the corresponding Husimi map ΞHus : H →  LK is spanned by the following
vectors:
ΞHus|n〉 ≡ 〈ζHz |n〉 =
1√
2π~n!
zne−zz
∗/2. (80)
This subspace is different from the polarization subspace  ˘L we chose in (25), since zn gen-
erates holomorphic instead of anti-holomorphic functions. In order to obtain the subspace
 ˘L we have to choose a slightly different set of coherent states, exchanging z and z∗ :
|C ′Hz 〉 := ez
∗aˆ†−zaˆ|n = 0〉, |ζ ′Hz 〉 =
1√
2π~
|C ′Hz 〉. (81)
which leads to the subspace generated by
Ξ′Hus|n〉 ≡ 〈ζ ′Hz |n〉 =
1√
2π~n!
z∗ne−zz
∗/2, (82)
which is equal to the polarization subspace  ˘L ∈ LK of the Berezin-Toeplitz quantization
that we defined in (25).
7. (c) Dequantization of the observables – covariant and contravariant symbols
For a given operator Aˆ one can define two types of symbols, which are functions or more
generally distributions on the phase space M:
(i) The contravariant symbol fAˆ – also called upper bound symbol or P-symbol – is
defined as a function (or more generally distribution) such that Aˆ = T̂f
Aˆ
, i.e.
Aˆ = T̂f
Aˆ
≡ Ξ P ˘ LfAˆP ˘ L Ξ
−1 ≡
∫
M
dµ(z0)fAˆ(z0) |ζHz0〉〈ζHz0|. (83)
(ii) The covariant symbol SAˆ – also called lower bound symbol or Q-symbol – is defined as
SAˆ(z0) := 〈ζHz0 |Aˆ|ζHz0〉. (84)
We remark that while for some operators Aˆ the symbols can be expected to be smooth
functions on M for other operators the symbols may not be well-defined or they may be a
more singular object like e.g. a distribution. The validity of the following formal relations
between an operator Aˆ and its covariant and contravariant symbols must be analyzed for
each particular type of operator.
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1) The covariant Q-symbol SAˆ(z0) can be calculated directly, provided that the coherent
states are in the domain of definition of the operator Aˆ, i.e. provided that the scalar product
is well defined. For the standard Glauber coherent states, it can be expressed also as [17, 23]
SAˆ(z0) =
1
π
∫
C
d2z ez0z
∗−z∗0z Tr
(
Aˆe−z
∗aˆezaˆ
†)
. (85)
2) The contravariant P-symbol fAˆ(z0) can be written as the following formal expression:
fAˆ(z0) =
1
π
∫
C
d2z ez0z
∗−z∗0z Tr
(
Aˆezaˆ
†
e−z
∗aˆ
)
. (86)
The covariant symbol SAˆ is generally easier to calculate and more regular that the covari-
ant one fAˆ. fAˆ can be expressed in terms of SAˆ through their Fourier transforms : defining
the Fourier transforms
f˜Aˆ(w) :=
1
π
∫
C
d2z fAˆ(z)e
wz∗−w∗z (87)
S˜Aˆ(w) :=
1
π
∫
C
d2z SAˆ(z)e
wz∗−w∗z (88)
and their inverses
fAˆ(z) :=
1
π
∫
C
d2z f˜Aˆ(w)e
−wz∗+w∗z (89)
SAˆ(z) :=
1
π
∫
C
d2z S˜Aˆ(w)e
−wz∗+w∗z (90)
one can establish [17, 23] the relation
f˜Aˆ(w) = e
w∗wS˜Aˆ(w).
which, applying the inverse Fourier transform, can be written as
fAˆ(z) = e
− ∂
2
∂z∂z∗ SAˆ(z) = e
− ∂
2
∂z∂z∗ 〈ζHz |Aˆ|ζHz 〉. (91)
Remark: This relation is also true for the conjugate Glauber coherent states (81), since it
is invariant upon the exchange of z an z∗.
8. (d) Dequantization of the Hamiltonian generator of the dynamics
Given an operator Hˆ in H, we want to determine a function H(p, q), such that
~ĜH = Hˆ.
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Using Tuynman’s relation, this is equivalent to
T̂τ(H) = Hˆ
The function h := τ(H) is, by definition, the contravariant symbol of Hˆ , which according
to Eqs. (84) (91) can be expressed as
h = e−
∂2
∂z∂z∗ 〈ζHz |Hˆ|ζHz 〉. (92)
In order to obtain the function H we have to invert Tuynman’s relation (50):
H − ∂
2H
∂z∂z∗
= h,
which we can write formally as
H =
(
1 − ∂
2
∂z∂z∗
)−1
h.
Inserting (92) we obtain
H =
(
1 − ∂
2
∂z∂z∗
)−1
e−
∂2
∂z∂z∗ 〈ζz|Hˆ|ζz〉. (93)
We remark that − ∂2f
∂z∂z∗
= −~
2
(
1
β0
∂2f
∂q2
+ β0
∂2f
∂p2
)
is a positive operator (∼ −∆ in adapted
coordinates). Thus (1 − ∂2
∂z∂z∗
)−1 is well defined and bounded in a suitably defined function
space [42]. However, e−
∂2
∂z∂z∗ is an unbounded operator, which is the origin of the regularity
difficulties of the contravariant symbol. It will be regular if the contravariant symbol is in
the domain of the Laplacian.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, the formalism that we have described allows one to construct models de-
scribing the interaction between classical and quantum systems in a well-defined Hilbert
space framework. The geometric quantization of a classical system consists of selecting a
subspace of the classical Hilbert space of functions on phase space. The quantization of
the observables is defined by projecting the classical observables on this subspace. The
quantization of the dynamics involves first the addition of a dynamical and a geometrical
phase to the classical dynamics and then projecting the generator of the dynamics on the
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subspace. The dequantization of a quantum model consists of the inverse procedure: given a
Hamiltonian, an algebra of observables represented in a Hilbert space, and a set of coherent
states, one can construct an associated phase space manifold and the classical Hilbert space
of square-integrable functions, with a suitable subspace that gives back the original quantum
model when the geometric quantization is performed.
In the definition of the quantum models by Berezin-Toeplitz-geometrical quantization,
Planck’s constant ~ appears in two places, that can be considered conceptually independent:
The first one is in the phase factor (3) of the pre-quantum Koopman-Schro¨dinger wave
function. The second one is in the selection of the polarization subspace, which depends
crucially on the value of the constant ~. Although in principle the two constants could
be taken with two different independent values (to be determined by comparison with
experiments), they are taken to be equal to a single constant ~.
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